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Triplet–triplet energy transfer studies
on conformational dynamics in peptides
and a protein
Andreas Reiner∗,‡

Peptides and proteins are highly dynamic systems, which can adopt more or less stable conformations. The dynamics of these
molecules, particularly those on the nanosecond to tens of microsecond time scale, are difficult to assess with conventional
techniques. This review summarizes experiments using TTET, a technique that reports on van der Waals contact formation
between a triplet donor and acceptor group, and which is sensitive in this time range. TTET allows to directly measure the
chain dynamics of unstructured model peptides, i.e. large-amplitude fluctuations on the nanosecond time scale. Furthermore,
contact formation can be used as irreversible probing reaction to study the kinetics of conformational equilibria. This approach
enabled us to measure local α-helix folding and unfolding in helical peptides, which gave new insight into the equilibrium
dynamics of this fundamental secondary structure element. TTET has also been applied to study the dynamics both in the native
and unfolded state of a protein, the villin headpiece subdomain. The contact formation kinetics between different positions
revealed an unlocking and local unfolding reaction in the native state of this model protein, and gave information about the
chain dynamics in the unfolded state ensemble. Copyright c© 2011 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Background

Conformational dynamics and structure formation in peptides and
proteins are poorly understood phenomena. The building blocks,
amino acids linked by amide bonds, are relatively simple entities,
but the conformational degrees of freedom in their backbone
and side chains give rise to large ensembles of conformations
[1,2]. Non-covalent, weak and competing interactions determine
the free energies of these conformations. However, even in short
peptides, cooperative effects can support the formation of local
secondary structure elements and drive the folding of proteins
into their native state.

The interconversion between different conformations, espe-
cially those which are only marginally stable, is usually fast and
difficult to capture with conventional techniques. For example,
unstructured peptide chains undergo large-amplitude motions
on the nanosecond time scale. These chain dynamics determine
how fast a chain can sample its conformational space and how fast
interactions between different sites can form [3]. Neither NMR nor
spectroscopic techniques like FRET are generally suited to study
such dynamics on this time scale. Also the formation of secondary
structure elements falls into the nanosecond to microsecond time
range, and only limited kinetic data on these fundamental pro-
cesses are available from relaxation experiments. For the same
reasons, it is also difficult to address the role of nanosecond to
microsecond fluctuations in the native state of proteins.

TTET, a spectroscopic technique probing formation of van der
Waals contact between two specific amino acid side chain groups,
gives access to this time regime. With this technique it has now
become possible to study chain dynamics in unfolded peptide
chains, as well as secondary structure formation and fluctuations

in the native state of proteins on the tens of picosecond up to tens
of microsecond time scale.

TTET Allows to Measure Contact Formation
between Side Chain Groups

TTET between a triplet donor and acceptor group provides a
method to measure contact formation between specific sites of
a polypeptide chain [4,5]. Unlike FRET (singlet–singlet energy
transfer), which is mediated by a dipolar coupling mechanism and
occurs through space with a 1/r6 dependence [6], TTET requires
the exchange of two electrons and is therefore restricted to small
distances with significant orbital overlap of donor and acceptor
(Dexter mechanism) [7,8].
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A triplet donor–acceptor pair well suited to measure TTET
in aqueous solution is xanthone and naphthalene (Figure 1(A)).
Both groups can be specifically incorporated during solid-phase
peptide synthesis. We use a carboxylic acid derivative of xanthone
(Xan) for attachment to an amino functionality, e.g. to the
N-terminus or to the side chain of α,β-diaminopropionic acid.
Naphthalene is incorporated as 1-naphthylalanine (Nal), which is
structurally similar to tryptophan. The principle of TTET is depicted
in Figure 1(A). A short laser pulse at 355 nm is used to excite Xan to
its singlet state, from where it undergoes fast (∼2 ps) and efficient
(>95%) intersystem crossing (ISC) to the triplet manifold [9,10]. The
triplet state is relatively long-living (∼30 µs), since relaxation to the
ground state is a spin forbidden process. Contact formation with
the acceptor Nal leads to fast (∼1 ps) and irreversible transfer of the
triplet state, because the Nal triplet state is lower in energy. TTET
can be directly followed by time-resolved absorption spectroscopy
using the characteristic absorption bands of the Xan and Nal triplet
states at 590 nm and 420 nm, respectively (Figure 1(B)).

Introducing Xan and Nal side chains at specific positions in
polypeptides allows to directly follow intramolecular contact
formation (or loop closure) between these sites. It is important
to note that both triplet generation and the actual transfer step
occur within picoseconds, which is much faster than the time the
two side chains need to come close enough for TTET to occur. This
means that forming a conformation with donor and acceptor in
contact is the rate limiting step, i.e. the system is determined by
intrachain diffusion. In other words, the observed time course of
TTET gives the absolute rate constants of contact formation, kc,
without further assumptions. Other techniques to probe contact
formation like triplet quenching are usually reaction-limited and do
therefore not directly yield absolute rate constants. The available
methods and early applications to unstructured model peptides
have been reviewed in detail elsewhere [11].

Chain Dynamics in Unstructured Peptides

TTET measurements provided for the first time comprehensive
data on the chain dynamics, i.e. large-amplitude fluctuations, in
unstructured model peptides [4,5,11]. Theoretical predictions had
suggested that contact formation (or loop closure) between two
sites is a single exponential process, as long as only a minor
fraction of molecules forms contact at a given time point,
and as long as the equilibration between all conformations
is fast compared to contact formation [12]. Experiments on
poly(GlySer) and poly(Ser) peptides indeed showed that contact
formation at ambient temperatures is a single exponential process
occurring on the time scale of ten to hundreds of nanoseconds
[4,5].

Contact formation between two sites depends on the length
of the linking peptide segment [5]. For long chains contact
formation between the ends of the chain obeys a scaling law
in accordance with polymer theory. As predicted for Gaussian
chains with excluded volume effects, the rate constant of contact
formation, kc, scales with kc ∝ N−1.7, N being the number
of peptide bonds [5,12]. In peptides too short to represent
ideal chains, contact formation becomes length independent.
Contact formation involving internal chain positions is additionally
influenced by the size of the adjacent chain segments [13]. In the
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Figure 1. (A) TTET between xanthone (donor) and naphthalene (acceptor). Xan is excited to the singlet state S1 from where it undergoes fast ISC to its
triplet state T1 (actually two states in Xan, 3nπ∗ and 3ππ∗, not shown) [9]. Van der Waals contact with Nal leads to fast and irreversible transfer of the
triplet state. This process can be monitored by the absorption bands arising from the T1− T2 transitions of Xan and Nal. Dashed arrows indicate slow
internal conversion. (B) End-to-end contact formation between Xan and Nal in an unstructured (GlySer)14 model peptide. The time-resolved absorption
spectra show the Xan triplet state absorbance at 590 nm after excitation with a short laser pulse. Contact formation leads to TTET and a single exponential
decay of the Xan triplet state (line), which is accompanied by a rise of the Nal triplet state absorbance at 420 nm. Panel (B) reprinted from Ref. 5, with
permission from Elsevier.
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case of very large extensions this effect can reduce kc down by
a limiting factor of 2.5. Internal segments of a peptide chain
are hence intrinsically less flexible than the ends of the chain.
Furthermore, the effect of different solvents, such as solutions of
the common denaturants urea and GdmCl, has been studied [14].

Besides the dynamics of poly(GlySer) and poly(Ser) peptides,
the influence of different amino acid side chains has been
investigated [5,15]. Host–guest studies revealed that glycine
leads to significantly faster contact formation than all other amino
acids, whereas proline gives double exponential contact formation
kinetics. The faster phase could be assigned to peptides with a
cis conformation of the amide bond preceding proline, causing
a drastic restriction of the conformational space [15]. Proline
in the trans conformation leads to significantly slower contact
formation. Contact formation was also studied in some natural,
but unstructured sequences, derived from carp parvalbumin or the
GB1 hairpin [16]. Another study addressed fast contact formation in
short loop sequences using femtosecond-laserflash spectroscopy,
which revealed a hierarchy of motions [17]. There, in addition to
the diffusional processes on the 10 ns time scale, a subfraction
of peptides showed complex contact formation kinetics on the
time scale of 50–500 ps, probably representing motions within a
local well of the free energy landscape. Only in a small fraction
of molecules the labels had formed contact during excitation.
Further TTET measurements on model peptide chains will provide
more details on how peptides can sample their conformational
space and how fast single interactions can form that might be the
first step of structure formation [3]. Of particular interest is also the
question, how the chain dynamics relate to the dimensions of the
sampled conformational space [18].

TTET Coupled to Conformational Equilibria

TTET, being a fast and irreversible probing reaction that reports on
a structurally well-defined event, namely the contact formation
between two groups, can also be utilized to study the dynamics
of conformational transitions in equilibrium. The basic idea is
depicted in Scheme 1. Some conformations, e.g. structured states
(N), might separate the labels and place them at distant sites,
thereby preventing contact formation. However, these conforma-
tions are in a dynamic equilibrium with more flexible states, e.g.
locally or globally unfolded conformations (U) that allow contact
formation and TTET (U∗) with a characteristic rate constant kc.

N U
ku

kf

kc U*

Scheme 1. Contact formation coupled to a folding/unfolding equilibrium.

Linking an irreversible process, in this case contact formation, to
a reversible transition is a general and powerful approach to study
the thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical equilibria. Similarly,
hydrogen/deuterium exchange is used to probe the opening
and closing of individual hydrogen bonds in proteins [19–21].
However, choosing contact formation as probing reaction, which
occurs on the ten to hundreds of nanosecond time scale,
depending on the loop length, the amino acid composition and
the positions within the chain (see above), allows to monitor
dynamics that are 4–5 orders of magnitude faster than those
accessible in hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiments.

The kinetic mechanism depicted in Scheme 1 encompasses
three states. The observed time course of TTET, which reflects
the formation of U∗, depends on how fast the reactions proceed
relative to each other. In extreme cases, one might encounter
limiting regimes with virtually single exponential kinetics. If, for
example, kc is much faster than ku and ku < kf the observed
rate constant λ will mainly reflect ku, also known as the EX1
limit in hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiments. In the other
extreme of the probing reaction, kc, being slow compared to the
pre-equilibrium (kc � ku < kf ), the apparent rate constant λ

equals (ku/kf ) × kc, which might allow to extract the equilibrium
constant K = ku/kf (EX2 limit). However, if the rate constants
are within a similar range, double exponential kinetics will be
observed. In this favorable case, the analytic solution of the three-
state mechanism in Scheme 1 can be used to calculate all three
microscopic rate constants, ku, kf and kc, from the measured
rate constants λ1 and λ2 and their relative amplitudes [22]. We
successfully applied this approach to measure the kinetics of
local folding and unfolding in α-helical peptides, which gave new
insight into the equilibrium dynamics of this important secondary
structure element.

Local Folding and Unfolding in α-Helical
Peptides

α-Helices can form in the absence of tertiary interactions,
which explains why they can be observed in relatively
short peptides, as well as folding intermediates. Isolated
α-helices are only marginally stable structures, which are weakly
cooperative and highly dynamic. Their thermodynamic properties
have been studied in detail and are well described by formalisms,
which were originally derived for the helix–coil transition in long
homopolymers [23,24]. However, little is known about the kinetics
of helix formation. Only few methods, usually probing rather global
processes, provide the necessary time resolution. Moreover, relax-
ation kinetics, e.g. obtained with temperature jump techniques
[25–28], are difficult to interpret when multiple states are present
[29].

We set out to use TTET to study local helix folding and unfolding
in α-helical peptides. For this, we chose peptides based on alanine,
which are devoid of complex side chain interactions, but form
relatively stable helices in water, as discovered by Baldwin and
coworkers [30–32]. Arginine residues are included at every fifth
position to prevent oligomerization, and the N- and C-termini
are acetylated and amidated, respectively, to avoid unfavorable
electrostatic interactions with the helix dipole (Figure 2(A)). To
probe the local dynamics along the helix, we prepared a series of
21 amino acid peptides carrying triplet donor and acceptor groups
at different positions [22]. An i, i + 6 spacing of the labels places
Xan and Nal on opposite sides of the helix, thereby preventing
contact formation as long as the helix is folded (Figure 2B)). Upon
local or global unfolding with ku the labels gain enough freedom
to form contact with kc, or, alternatively, the helix can refold
with kf . Circular dichroism spectroscopy confirmed that all labeled
peptides formed α-helices with an average helix content of ∼65%
[22].

The TTET measurements revealed different kinetics at all
positions, indicating that helix folding/unfolding is not a fully
cooperative two-state process, but involves many conformations.
All kinetics were double exponential, which is expected for the
three-state mechanism depicted in Scheme 1 and which allowed

J. Pept. Sci. 2011; 17: 413–419 Copyright c© 2011 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jpepsci
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(A)

(B)

Figure 2. Probing local dynamics and stability in α-helical peptides.
(A) Series of alanine-based peptides carrying i, i + 6 spaced donor and
acceptor groups. (B) Local (or global) helix unfolding (ku) can be followed
by contact formation (kc), or refolding of the helical structure (kf ). Adapted
from Ref. 22.

us to determine the microscopic rate constants of helix unfolding,
ku, folding, kf , and contact formation, kc, without any further
assumptions. Additional data were obtained by shifting the
helix–coil equilibrium with urea, which destabilizes the helical
state [33]. The experiments showed that contact formation (1/kc)
occurs on the time scale of ∼100 ns (at 5 ◦C), similar to contact
formation in unstructured peptides [5,13]. Local helix formation
(1/kf ) shows no systematic position dependence and is similarly
fast at all positions (∼400 ns) (Figure 3). In contrast, helix unfolding
is fast at the termini (∼250 ns) and slow in the helix center
(∼1.4 µs).

Having determined kf and ku, we can also calculate the
local helix stabilities. The differences in the kinetics of helix
unfolding lead to a smaller amount of helical structure toward
the ends (Figure 3(C)). This phenomenon, also known as helix
fraying, is predicted by helix–coil theories and has been
observed with various other techniques probing helix stability
[32,34–38].

What does our main finding, namely, that local helix folding
proceeds similarly fast at all positions, but helix unfolding gets
faster toward the termini, implicate for the mechanism of helix
formation? To understand the kinetically complex behavior of
α-helical peptides, we performed Monte-Carlo simulations with
an Ising model that gives a simple, but adequate description of this
multi-state system [22,29]. These simulations, parameterized with
well-established thermodynamic data, reproduce the observed
position dependence (Figure 3), and suggest that the kinetics are
dominated by a diffusion-of-boundary mechanism. In peptides
of this length, folding and unfolding mainly occur at the
ends of a single helical structure, whereas internal breaks
only play a minor role. By quantitative comparison we can
further estimate that elongation of an existing helix by one
residue occurs with ∼50 ns. In summary, coupling TTET to
a conformational equilibrium allowed us to measure local
dynamics on the nanosecond to microsecond time scale and
gave unprecedented insight into the dynamics of α-helix
formation.
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Figure 3. (A) Rate constants for local helix folding, kf , and (B) unfolding,
ku, obtained from TTET measurements. (C) Local helix stability given as
equilibrium constant Keq = kf/ku. The bars represent the experimental
data from the peptides shown in Figure 2(A). The connected points results
from the simulations with a kinetic Ising model. Adapted from Ref. 22.

Fluctuations in the Native and Unfolded State
of a Small Protein

Contact formation between side chains can also be used to study
the dynamics in proteins. Like in peptides, TTET allows to measure
contact formation in the unfolded state and to see, whether
residual structure is present. In addition, it gives the possibility to
capture conformational fluctuations in the native state ensemble.
One advantage is that the dynamics in the folded, native state
(N) and the unfolded state (U) can be probed separately, if global
unfolding is too slow to occur within the triplet lifetime (Scheme 2).
In particular, this gives access to the contact formation dynamics
(kc) in the unfolded state even when it is only slightly populated
(≥5%), i.e. under conditions that highly favor the native state.
However, TTET in the native fraction of molecules can be used to
detect dynamics in the native state ensemble.

N*
kc

slow

ku

kf
U*UN

Scheme 2. Slow folding/unfolding separates contact formation processes
occurring in N and U.

We used TTET to probe the dynamics in the villin headpiece
subdomain (HP35). This naturally occurring subdomain consists
of 35 amino acids and folds into a well-defined structure with
three short helices packed around a hydrophobic core [39–41].
Its structure, stability and folding have been studied by various

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jpepsci Copyright c© 2011 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Pept. Sci. 2011; 17: 413–419
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 4. TTET experiments in HP35. (A) Variants with different donor and acceptor positions. (B) TTET experiments indicate that the native state
N is in a reversible locking/unlocking equilibrium with a somewhat loosened state N′, from which the C-terminal helix can detach and unfold to
give an intermediate I. (C) Comparison of contact formation measured in unfolded HP35 (Xan0–Nal23, green; Xan7–Nal23, orange; Xan0–Nal35, red;
Nal23–Xan35, blue) with end-to-end contact formation in poly(GlySer) and poly(Ser) peptides [5]. Additional tails can slow down kc maximally 2.5-fold,
as indicated by the dashed line [13]. Adapted from Ref. 51.

experimental approaches, e.g. [42–47], and due to its small size and
fast folding on the microsecond time scale it became an important
model system for computational studies [48–50]. To probe various
dynamic aspects, we prepared HP35 variants with triplet donor
and acceptor groups at four different positions using Fmoc solid-
phase peptide synthesis (Figure 4(A)). Circular dichroism and NMR
spectroscopy confirmed that all variants fold into the native state
with similar thermodynamic stabilities as wild type HP35.

As expected, no TTET was observed for the native state
population in the variants Xan0–Nal23 and Xan7–Nal23 [51].
In both variants the labels are well separated from each other in
the folded state (Figure 4(A)) and global (or local) unfolding events
do not occur within the Xan triplet lifetime (Scheme 2). Hence TTET
only occurs in the fraction of unfolded HP35, which is increased
by adding GdmCl, and the GdmCl-induced equilibrium unfolding
transition monitored by TTET agrees well with unfolding probed
by circular dichroism spectroscopy.

In contrast, in folded Xan0–Nal35 the labels are close to each
other and the major fraction of the native molecules (70%) forms
contact within the 10 ns dead time of the experiment [51]. This is in
agreement with a process that involves only a few bond rotations
to establish contact, which typically occurs on the subnanosecond
time scale [17]. A minor fraction of the native molecules (30%),
however, forms contact with a time constant of ∼30 ns, revealing
a second conformation in which the labels are further apart. Evi-
dence for heterogeneity in the native state came also from the vari-
ant Nal23–Xan35, which we had prepared to probe the dynamics
along the C-terminal helix (Figure 4(A)). The labels should remain
separated if this region is well folded, but efficient contact for-
mation was observed. TTET in the native fraction of Nal23–Xan35
molecules showed two kinetic phases with similar amplitudes as
the heterogeneity detected in Xan0–Nal35 [51]. The minor fast
contact formation reaction (20%) with a time constant of ∼170 ns
is strongly accelerated by the addition of GdmCl. This behavior
indicates that a considerable amount of surface gets exposed, a
process, which is favored by higher denaturant concentrations.
Quantitative estimates show that the strong denaturant depen-
dence can only be explained by detachment of the C-terminal helix
from the hydrophobic core and subsequent unfolding. The major
contact formation process (80%) in Nal23–Xan35 occurs with a
time constant of ∼1 µs and most likely reflects a weakening or un-
locking of the native state, preceding local unfolding. Indeed, this
step does not involve a significant change in accessible surface area

but further experiments showed that it encounters a high enthalpic
barrier. These data clearly demonstrate the presence of alterna-
tive conformations in native HP35 (Figure 4(B)). Reversible lock-
ing/unlocking leads to a state resembling the properties of a dry
molten globule state [52], from which local unfolding might occur.

The experiments also yielded a wealth of information on the
dynamics in unfolded HP35 [51]. In all variants and under all
conditions contact formation in the unfolded state was found to
be a single exponential process that occurs with comparable rate
constants kc as contact formation in unfolded model peptides
(Figure 4(C)). Denaturants exert a similarly strong effect on the
dynamics, as in unstructured poly(Ser) peptides [14]. Even at low
denaturant concentrations, in which the native state is highly
favored and transient structures might form, the relationships
between ln(kc) and denaturant concentration remain linear [14].
Hence, this study gives no evidence for a structural organization in
the unfolded state of HP35, which would likely affect the measured
chain dynamics. Previously, the presence of residual structure had
been discussed as an explanation for the fast folding of this
protein domain. Furthermore, the first absolute rate constants
determined for contact formation in the unfolded state of a
protein are valuable data for direct comparisons with molecular
dynamic simulations.

Summary

TTET is a method that reports on van der Waals contact formation
between a triplet donor and acceptor group on the picosecond
to tens of microsecond time scale. It allows to directly measure
how fast two sites on a peptide chain can form contact, which has
enabled detailed studies of the chain dynamics in unstructured
model peptides. Moreover, TTET experiments have been used
to measure conformational dynamics in structured peptides and
in a small protein domain. We coupled contact formation to
local folding and unfolding equilibria in α-helical peptides, which
gave rate constants for these processes and new insight into the
mechanism of how this elementary secondary structure forms. In
another study, we used TTET to characterize the chain dynamics in
an unfolded protein, HP35, and detected fluctuations in its native
state, which can be described as a reversible locking/unlocking
reaction. These studies demonstrate the enormous potential of
TTET measurements to study dynamics that have been difficult

J. Pept. Sci. 2011; 17: 413–419 Copyright c© 2011 European Peptide Society and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jpepsci
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to measure with other biophysical techniques. This makes TTET
a useful tool to probe and understand the dynamics that direct
folding in peptides and proteins, or are important for their function.
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